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M.REC 2
Connect your recordings
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Subject to alterations.

Your solution to synchronize two parallel video signals 
is the M.REC 2 for the recording system HS MIOS 5. This  
becomes necessary when more than one image process- 
ing instrument (e.g. operating microscope plus iOCT  
camera, navigation system, endoscope, or simply a room 
camera) is used and recordings of videos and snap shots 
are desired at once.

By activating the M.REC 2 the live streams of two camera 
inputs are shown simultaneously on the HS MIOS 5: one 
as a full screen image, the other displayed as a “picture in  
picture” (PiP). The streams can easily be interchanged  
between each other. Also the positon and size of the PiP is 
adjustable.

Starting recording or doing a snap shot will automatically 
activate the function for both streams. Even though the  
display on the screen of the two images is connected, this 
action will result in two separate full HD videos being recorded 
or two separate high quality snap shots being taken – one 
for each source.

The archive menu of the HS MIOS 5 allows the transfer of 
both or individual recordings to external media. In combi-
nation with the automatic editing module M.AED here you 
will also have a composed video of the important scenes 
for each stream available.
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 M.REC 2 
Second camera input HD SDI, GigE Vision

Resolution 1920 x 1080 pixels

Display HS MIOS 5 and M.DIS 

Requirement HS MIOS 5

Technical specifications

M.REC 2


